Press Release

Evenings in city to glitter during new year and school art fest

Tourism Minister to switch on illuminations on Dec. 28

Kozhikode, Dec 26: Prime spots of Kozhikode city including the sprawling Mananchira Ground will be basking in glittering light during the New Year and January 3-7 State School Youth Festival with the Tourism Department making elaborate arrangements for illumination.

Tourism Minister Shri P A Mohamed Riyas will switch on the illuminations on December 28 at 7.30 pm. Illuminations, similar to the shades of warm lights put up on the New Year eve in foreign countries, will be installed in key points.

Last year also Kerala Tourism brightened the city with extensive illuminations, just as in the state capital and other major towns.

The illuminations will bring alive a string of small and big stars, wrap-lights around plants and trees, embellishing the city till the culmination of the State School Youth Festival.
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